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“how should URBAN governance be redefined in order to suit the ever-increasing interconnections and interdependency in today’s society?”
09h00-09h45  Registration

09h45-10h15  Opening session
• Representative from French partner
• Representative from Thai partner
• Representative from Japanese partner

10h15-10h30  Coffee break

SESSION 1: POLICIES & INSTITUTIONS

10h30-11h00  Eric CHARMES
Director, Interdisciplinary Research Laboratory on City, Space and Society (RIVES), ENTPE, University of Lyon, LabEx IMU, France

Which democratic local institutions for whom in the scattered city?

11h00-11h30  Niramon KULSRISOMBAT
Director, Urban Design and Development Center, Thailand and research fellow at Collegium de Lyon, France

Urban governance in the making of Bangkok

11h30-12h00  Guillaume FABUREL
Professor, Lyon University 2, UMR Triangle, LabEx IMU, France

Metropolisation, urban democracy and disputes

12h00-12h30  Pitch PONGSAWAT
Assistant Professor, the Faculty of Political Sciences, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand

The Role of Urban Poor Networks and Urban Development in Bangkok

12h30-13h15  Panel discussion 1

13h15-14h45  Lunch break

14h45-15h15  Emmanuel THIMONIER-ROUZET
Urbanist, Urban planning agency of Lyons metropolitan area, France
New challenges to classical territory representations brought about by urban networks and systems

15h15-15h45  Tetsuo KIDOKORO
Professor, the Department of Urban Engineering, University of Tokyo, Japan
Process of Lifestyle-based Regional Regeneration in Japan

15h45-16h00  Coffee break

16h00-16h30  Olivier RICHARD
Geographer- Urban planner, Atelier Parisien d’Urbanisme (APUR), France
About the new stakes and new ways of thinking public space

16h30-17h00  Takefumi KUROSE
Associate professor, the Department of Architecture and Urban Design, Kyushu University, Japan
“Private-managed” public spaces in Japan

17h00-18h00  Panel discussion 2

19h00-20h30  Reception & networking session
Friday 20 January 2017
09h00 - 18h00
09h00-09h30 Registration
09h30-09h45 Recap of the first day conference

SESSION 2: PROCESSES & TOOLS
10h00-10h30 Emilie GERBAUD
Lyon Metropole Smart City Project Leader, Lyon Metropole, France
*Smart city: grabbing the opportunities of new innovation, business and governance models*

10h30-11h00 Christine SOLNON
Deputy president of the TUBA (Le Tube à expérimentations urbaines), LabEx IMU, France
*New optimisation tools for smart and sustainable cities*

11h00-11h15 Coffee break

11h15-11h45 Kanis SAENGCHOTE
Lecturer, the Department of Banking and Finance, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand
*Empowering Participation: Understanding Urban Democracy through Urban Big Data*

11h45-12h15 Nattapong PUNNOI
Lecturer, department of urban & regional planning, Chulalongkorn University and deputy director, UDDC, Thailand
*Capability Development Process of Motorcycle Taxi Riders in Bangkok as Community Reporters by Using Smartphone and Online Portals*

12h15-13h00 Panel discussion 3
13h00-14h30 Lunch break

SESSION 3: URBAN GOVERNANCE PROJECTS
14h30-15h00 Roelof VERHAGE
Director, Institute of Urbanism of Lyon - University of Lyon 2, LabEx IMU, France
*Urban regeneration: between property development and public policy*

15h00-15h30 François DECOSTER
Architect and urbanist, l’AUC, France
*Lyon Part-Dieu, Contemporary Metropolitan Hub*

15h30-15h45 Coffee break

15h45-16h15 Akito MURAYAMA
Associate professor, the Department of Urban Engineering, The University of Tokyo, Japan
*The Implementation of Municipal Low-Carbon City Strategy through Community Development in Existing Urban Area: The Case of Nagoya City and Nishiki 2 Low-Carbon Model District*

16h15-16h45 Pornsan VICHIEPNRADIT
Lecturer, department of urban & regional planning, Chulalongkorn University and deputy director, UDDC, Thailand
*The role of temples in urban regeneration in Thailand*

16h45-17h30 Panel discussion 4
17h30-18h00 Concluding remarks and closing session
20h00-22h00 Farewell dinner

DISCUSSANTS
• Gilles GESQUIÈRE Coordinator of LabEx Intelligences des Mondes Urbains, France
• Apiwat RATANANWARAHA Assistant professor, department of Urban & Regional Planning, Chulalongkorn University, Thailand
• Weerawat RATANANWARAHA Founder, baania.com, largest data-driven real estate online marketplace in Thailand
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